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INTRODUCTION


A MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF CONTROL FILM


EXAMINING THE DEVELOPED IIAO EMULSION AT 80OX AND 150OX


MAGNIFICATION USING REFLECTIVE AND TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES


PRODUCES INTERESTING PICUTRES OF THE SURFACE STRUCTURE OF


THE IIAO EMULSION.
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2 
THE INITIAL SHOTS SHOW REFLECTED LIGHT OF THE EMULSION


AT THE PARTS OF THE FILM WITH THE LEAST DENSITY AND MAXIMUM


TRANSMISSION. THE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS ALSO INDICATE GRAIN


CLUSTERS WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE SURFACE OF THE EMULSIONS,


AS VIEWED BY THE SHADOWS CREATED. THERE ARE WITHIN EACH


GRAIN CLUSTERING CELL INTERESTING AND COLORFUL POINT RE-

FLECTIONS THAT OCCUR. pOrc


... ................................... 
..........

I-Q& 
AN EXAMINATION OF THE LIGHTEST GRID PATTERN OF THE EMUL-

SION LAYER PRODUCES MORE CLUSTERING IN THE REFLECTION MICRO-

PHOTOGRAPHS, AND INDICATES THE SILHOUETTE OF THE GRAINS PRO-

DUCED WHEN THE TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT THROUGH THE FILM IS PER-

MITTED.


KIM 
Q&, 
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PICTURES 5 AND 6 INDICATE THE COMBINATION OF REFLECTED


AND TRANSMITTED 
 LIGHT SILHOUETTES COMPOSED SUBSTANTIALLY


OF THE INDIVIDUAL GRAIN STRUCTURES, WITH THEIR MULTI-

FACETED REFLECTING CENTERS IN EACH GRAIN STRUCTURE.


_____.. 
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_ 
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AN.EXAMINATION OF THE MID DENSITY GRIDS BY THE USE OF


THE BACK REFLECTION OF LIGHT THROUGH THE MICROSCOPE FURTHER


SUBSTANTIATES THE RUGGEDNESS OF THE EMULSION GRAIN. 
 SOME


GRAIN CRYSTALS SEEM TO PROJECT ABOVE THE NORMAL SURFACES OF


THE FILM. A FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE INDIVIDUAL GRAINS SHOWS


CRYSTALLINE REFLECTING SITES WITHIN EACH GRAIN, A RESULT


WHICH IS NOT AS PROMINENT WHEN VIEWED ON THE ENCLOSED MICRO-

PHOTOGRAPHS.


6 
THESE PHOTOGRAPHS CLEARLY INDICATE THE REFLECTED LIGHT


FROM THE GRAIN CENTERS. GREATER MAGNIFICATION IS NEEDED TO


EXAMINE THIS PHENOMENON IN DETAIL. THE-MAGNIFICATION USED


IN THE ABOVE PHOTOGRAPHS IS APPROXIMATELY 1400 POWER, WHICH 
IS THE OPTICAL LIMIT FOR THE BEST MICROSCOPES.


It4


THE ABOVE LISTED PICTURES ARE PRIME EXAMPLES OF THE HIGH 
DENSITY WEDGES AND THE INCREASED CLUSTERING. PICTURE NUMBER 
13 INDICATES A TOTAL REFLECTION VIEW OF THE EMULSION SURFACE 
AT THE HIGH DENSITY PATTERN. PICTURE 12 IS A MICROPHOTOGRAPH 
OF A COMBINATION OF TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF THE HIGH


8 
DENSITY GRID PATTERNS. PICTURE 11 (ON PAGE 6)FURTHER ILLUS-

TRATES POINT REFLECTING PATTERNS FROM INDIVIDUAL GRAIN MOUNDS,


WITHIN THE EMULSION.
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THE TYPICAL CONTROL IIAO FILM THEN WAS SLICED VERTICALLY


TO EXAMINE THE GRAIN STRUCTURE, RELATIVE TO THE DEPTH OF THE


EMULSION. PICTURES 14, 151 AND 16 ARE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS OF


THE BACKGROUND GRAIN STRUCTURE AT THE LEAST DENSE PART OF


THE FILM. THESE PHOTOGRAPHS TEND TO INDICATE LARGER GRAIN


STRUCTURES AT THE SURFACE OF THE FILM, WHILE THE GRAIN 
 ITRU


TURE CLOSEST TO THE ACETATE BACKING OF THE EMULSION TENDS


TO GET SMALLER. THESE LATTER GRAIN STRUCTURES REPRESENT


PARTS OF THE FILM WHICH WOULD APPEAR RELATIVELY'CLEAR TO


THE NAKED EYE. THE DISTRIBUTION OF GRAINS, ON THE WHOLE


TEND TO INDICATE A CLUSTERING EFFECT NEAR THE SURFACE FROM


THE HORIZONTAL CUT. FURTHER CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF


THE FILM WILL SUBSTANTIATE CLUSTERING DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS,


-j
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12

OPHOTOGRAPHS OF THE CROSS SECTIONS OF THE MID DENSITY


ERNS CLEARLY INDICATE GREATER GRAIN CONCENTRATIONS WITH


eACCOMPANYING SNAGGING OF THE EMULSION CAUSED BY THE CUTTING


TECHNIQUE.
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PICTURES 23 AND 24 INDICATE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS, USING BOTH


REFLECTED AND TRANSMISSION LIGHT AT THE LOWER LAYERS OF THE


EMULSION. THE TRANSMITTED LIGHT TENDS TO INDICATE THE GRAIN-

ULAR REFLECTING CENTERS, AS MENTIONED IN THE OVERHEAD VIEW


OF THESE PHOTOGRAPHS. REFINEMENT OF THE CUTTING TECHNIQUE


ON THE FILM AND UTILIZATION OF AN ELECTRON MICROSCOPE, WILL


CLUSTERS IN


-
ENABLE THIS RESEARCHER TO EXAMINE THE INDI 
 
DETAIL.


VoA


THE EFFECTS OF AGITATION AND FILM SOAKING ON IIAO FILM


TH PHOTOGRAPHER FOR MANY YEARS HAS NOTED THE EFFECTS OF


AGITATION AND SOAKING ON ALL TYPES OF COMMERCIAL FILMS. WE


HAVE SUBJECTED OUR SPECTROSCOPIC FILM IIAO TO NUMEROUS EXPERI-

MENTS INVOLVING VARIOUS PATTERNS OF SOAKING AND AGITATING


THE FILM. THE FIRST GRAPH (FIGURE 1) INDICATED WHAT HAPPENED


WHEN THE FILM WAS SOAKED IN THE DEVELOPER FOR 4 MINUTES WITH-

OUT ANY AGITATION, UNDER STANDARD TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS.


THE DARKER GRID PATTERNS DISPLAYED SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED DEN-

SITIES, WHILE THE LIGHTER PATTERNS SHOWED SIMILAR REDUCTIONS


IN THESE DENSITIES DUE TO A PROLONGED PERIOD OF SOAKING. ONE


CAN FURTHER OBSERVE THAT WHEN THE FILM IS SOAKED FOR 2 MINUTES


AND THEN AGITATED FOR 2 MINUTES, THE DENSITIES AT THE HIGH


END ARE REDUCED, THERE IS THE SAME RINGING PATTERN OBSERVED


ON THE 4-MINUTE SOAKED FILM.


AN EXAMINATION OF THE SOAKING PATTERN (10 SECONDS AGITA-

TION AND 5 SECONDS SOAKED) PRODUCES A SMALLER REDUCTION IN


THE HIGH DENSITY GRID (FIGURE 2),
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2 
A COMPARISON OF FIGURES 3 AND 4 CLEARLY SHOWS THAT THE


4-MINUTE NONAGITATION OF THE FILM PRODUCES LOWER DENSITIES
 

THAN THE 4 MINUTE CONTINUOUS AGITATION OF THE IIAO FILM


(FIGURE 3 & 4).
 

THE GRAPHS SUBJECTED TO A 15 SECOND SOAK, INITIALLY


FOLLOWED WITH A 15 SECOND PERIOD OF AGITATION PRODUCED THE


SAME GENERAL CURVATURE AS THE PATTERN WHICH BEGAN WITH A


15 SECOND AGITATION, FOLLOWED BY A 15 SECOND SOAK (FIGURE


5 & 6). ITSHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE FILM FIRST 'SUBJECTED


TO SOAKING AT THE HIGH DENSITIES DID DISPLAY SLIGHTLY RE-

DUCED DENSITIES.


THE IIAO FILM WAS SUBJECTED TO A 2 MINUTE CONTINUOUS
 

PERIOD AND A 2 MINUTE SOAK. THIS CONFIGURATION PRODUCED


A PATTERN VERY SIMILAR TO THE CONTROL (FIGURE 7). THERE


IS A SLIGHT REDUCTION OF THE FILM DENSITIES OF THE DARKER


GRiD PATTERNS.


AN EXAMINATION OF THE PATTERN OF THE 2 MINUTE INITIAL


SOAK AND 2 MINUTE AGITATION PRODUCED SLIGHT CHANGES IN THE


DARKER DENSITY GRID PATTERNS. (FIGURE 8).
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AN EXAMINATION OF ONE OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS IN


CALIBRATING FILMS REVEALED THE PROBLEM OF BATCH TO BATCH


VARIATION, AND PROBABLY AGING EFFECTS. FIGURE 9 SHOWS


THE COMPARISON BETWEEN 3 SAMPLES OF OLD CONTROL IIAO FILM,


COMPARED TO 3 SAMPLES OF A FINISHED BATCH OF IIAO FILM.


THERE ARE SUBSTANTIAL VARIATIONS IN DENSITIES OF THE NEW


AND OLD FILM. THE NEW FILM SEEMS TO DISPLAY A LOWER DEN-

SITY AT THE MID-GRID PATTERNS AND A HIGHER DENSITY AT THE
 

DARKER GRID PATTERNS, WHILE THE OLD FILM DISPLAYED HIGHER


DENSITIES AT THE MID-GRID PATTERN RANGE, AND ITS HIGH GRID


PATTERNS DISPLAYED LOWER DENSITIES. (FIGURE 9).


'FIGURE 10 DEMONSTRATES THE AVERAGES OF THE OLD CONTROL


AND THE NEW CONTROL FILMS, IT DEPICTS THIS VARIATION CLEAR-

LY. (FIGURE 10).


THE STANDARD METHOD EMPLOYED BY THE NASA GROUP AND THE


MORGAN GROUP IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OLD IIAO FILMS IS AS FOL-

LOWS: THE INITIAL 20 SECOND PERIOD IS AGITATIONJ THE NEXT


10 SECONDS IS NON-AGITATION; THEN COMES 10 SECONDS AGITATION;
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NEXT, 60 SECONDS NON-AGITATION; THEN; 10 SECONDS AGITATION;


AND FINALLY, 10 SECONDS OF AGITATION. THE LAST 60 SECONDS


IS NON-AGITATION, AND THE REMAINING 10 SECONDS OF THE 4 MIN-

UTE DEVELOPMENT PERIOD IS THAT OF AGITATION. THIS WORKS OUT


TO BE APPROXIMATELY A 10 SECOND AGITATION EACH HALF MINUTE,


WITH THE REMAINING 20 SECONDS ALLOWED FOR SOAKING OF THE
 

FILM. FIGURE 11 CLEARLY INDICATES THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS


AGREED-UPON, STANDARD PROCEDURE IN TERMS OF AN OVERALL RE-

DUCTION IN THE DENSITIES OF ALL THE GRID PATTERNS FROM THE


INITIAL STEP WEDGES INTO THE FINAL STEP WEDGES, WHILE THE


15 SECOND SOAK PATTERN TENDS TO DISPLAY THE LARGEST DEN-

SITIES ACROSS THE ENTIRE GRID SPECTRUM. (FIGURE 11).
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ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECTS ON IIAG FILM


FILMS EXPOSED TO A TERRESTIAL OR EXTRATERRESTIAL ENVIRON-

MENT WERE SUBJECTED TO STATIC ELECTRICAL CHANGES, THE EFFECTS
 

OF WHICH WE HAVE EXAMINED IN THE FOLLOWING STUDIES,


IN FIGURE 1 WE SEE THE EFFECT OF A STATIC CHARGE PRO-

DUCED BY A TESLA-COIL ON THE IIAO FILM, AS COMPARED TO THAT


PRODUCED BY THE CONTROL FOR THE PARTICULAR BATCH OF FILM.


THE EXACT EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION CONSISTED OF TWO PLATES
 

OF ALUMINUM METAL, SEALED WITH BLACK PHOTOGRAPHIC TAPE TO


REDUCE THE LIGHT FROM THE ATMOSPHERIC DISCHARGE CAUSED BY


THE TESLA-COIL.


IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE UTILIZATION OF THE TESLA-

COIL MAY HAVE PRODUCED A QUANTITY OF SOFT X-RAYS. THE EFFECT


OF THIS EXPOSURE OF IIAG FILM PRODUCED SUBSTANTIAL DIFFER-

ENCES IN GRID DENSITIES AT THE DARK GRID POSITIONS OF THE


FILM. WHILE THE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF THE LIGHTER GRIDS


SEEM TO INDICATE SOME SEPARATION, THESE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS


ARE NOWHERE AS PRONOUNCED AS THE DARK GRID POSITIONS,


OPJGI P7IG 0
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AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO MINIMIZE THE EFFECT OF THE SOFT


X-RAYS PRODUCED BY THE TESLA-COIL BY USING THE VAN DER GRAFF


GENERATOR PLACED IN THE DARK ROOM, WITH THE FILM TAPED TO


THE METALLIC SPHERE. THERE WERE INHERENT DANGERS IN DOING


THE EXPERIMENT BECAUSE THE MOVEMENT OF ELECTRONS FROM THE


DOME OF THE SPHERE TO THE RUBBER BAND'PRODUCED A SUBSTAN-

TIAL GLOW OF LIGHT, COMING FROM THE UNDERSIDE OF THE DOME.


MINIMAL AMOUNTS OF BLUE LIGHT WERE DETECTED. THE FILMS


WERE EXPOSED, FOR PERIODS OF 2,6,AND 10 MINUTES RESPEC-

TIVELY TO A CHARGE ON THE SPHERE, AND THEN THE DOME OF


THE GENERATOR WAS DISCHARGED. THE NET RESULT OF THESE


EXPERIMENTS INDICATES THAT THE MOVEMENT OF THESE ELECTRONS


HAD A DEFINITE EFFECT ON THE LIGHTER GRID PATTERNS. THE


INCREASE IN THE LIGHTER GRID DENSITIES (FIGURE 2) IS THE


RESULT OF THE DISCHARGE'S OCCURRING TOO CLOSE TO THE ATTACH-

ED. THE SIX-MINUTE EXPOSURE TO THE ELECTRIC FIELD SHOWED


THE SAME REDUCTION OF DENSITY AS OBSERVED WHEN THE TESLA-

COILS WERE THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF CHARGE. THE DISCHARGE
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WAS CONTROLLED IN' SUCH A WAY THAT THE ASSOCIATED GLOW OF THE


DISCHARGE RADIATED AWAY FROM'THE FILM3 THE PATTERN OBSERVED


HERE IS THE SAME THAT WE REPORTED ON WHEN BETA-PARTICLES WERE


USED FROM A RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCE. THE FILM EXPOSED FOR TEN


MINUTES DISPLAYED AN UNCHARACTERISTIC INCREASE IN THE LOWER
 

GRID DENSITY, WHILE THE DARK GRIDS DISPLAYED A LOWER DENSITY


COMPARED WITH THE LIGHTER GRID PATTERNS. (FIGURE 3)


FIGURE 4 INDICATES THE RESULTS OF A PROLONGED EXPOSURE


OF THE IIAO FILM TO THE ELECTRIC FIELD, NOTICE THAT THE DARK
 

DENSITY GRID PATTERNS EXPOSED TO THE FILM ARE SUBSTANTIALLY


REDUCED, A FACT WHICH IS CONSISTENT WITH THE OTHER OBSERVA-

TIONS USING THE TESLA-COIL. THE LIGHT DENSITY GRIDS CONTINUE


TO DISPLAY THE SAME EFFECT OF INCREASED DENSITIES CAUSED BY


THE MOTIONS OF THE ELECTRONS ON THE DOME,
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CONTAINER TENDED TO SHOW A FURTHER REDUCTION IN DENSITY, AS


COMPARED TO THE CONTROL. (FIGURE 1) THIS REDUCED DENSITY


IS QUITE CONTINUOUS WITH A MINIMAL FLUCTUATION ACROSS THE


GRID PATTERNS, WHILE THE INTERMEDIATE FILM EXPOSED TO THE


ONE SHOT DOSE OF RADIATION CONTINUED TO SHOW A MARKED FLUC-

TUATION. THESE FLUCTUATIONS HAVE THE GREATEST CHANGE IN


THE LAST SEVEN PATTERNS OF THE FILM. THESE OBSERVATIONS
 

ARE COMPARABLE TO THE OBSERVATION OF THE LAST GRID PATTERNS


OF THE IIAO FILM SUBJECTED TO HIGH ELECTRONIC FIELDS AND


S6FT X-RAYS. THE SPECTROSCOPIC FILM EXPOSED TO ONE, FOUR,


EIGHT, AND SIXTEEN DOSES (FIGURE 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D) OF X-RAY


CONTINUED TO SHOW A LOWER DENSITY READING AT THE HIGHER


GRID PATTERNS THAN THE DENSITY READINGS SHOWN BY THE CON-
 
TROL IIAO FILM. THE LOW DENSITY PATTERNS CLEARLY SHOW A


MARKED REDUCTION IN THE DENSITIES OF THE FILM IN THE METAL


CANNISTER, THE LOW DENSITY PATTERNS FOR THE PLASTIC CON-

TAINERS SHOW A SIMILAR TREND.


FIGURE 2 INDICATES THE VARIATION, AS RELATED TO THE


FOUR SHOTS OF X-RAYS FROM THE AIRPORT EQUIPMENT, FOR TWO


DIFFERENT TYPES OF FILM - I.E., A NUMBER 3 FILM AND A NUM-

BER 4 FILM, BOTH OF WHICH VARY IN AGE.


FIGURE 3 CLEARLY INDICATES THE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ONE


SHOT X-RAYS FOR FILM NUMBER 3 AND FILM NUMBER 4, WHILE EMUL-

SION NUMBER 4 IN THE METAL CONTAINER DISPLAYS SOME ATTENUA-

TION OF THESE X-RAYS.


I POOR QUALITY
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AN EXAMINATION OF FIGURE 4 CLEARLY SHOWS THE REDUCTION


OF DENSITIES FOR THE X-RAY EXPOSED IIAO FILMS.


FIGURE 5 SHOWS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ONE SHOT 
EXPOSURE TO X-RAYS AND THE FOUR SHOT EXPOSURE TO X-RAYS. 
AT THEHIGHER DENSITIES, THERE ARE WILD FLUCTUATIONS -
INDICATIVE OF A TREND OF REDUCED DENSITIES AT THE HIGHER 
DENSITY GRIDS, 
THE EVIDENCE TENDS TO INDICATE THAT THERE IS SOME EFFECT


ON THE IIAO FILM FOR SINGULAR AND MULTIPLE EXPOSURES TO THE


X-RAYS.


BECAUSE OF THE WIDESPREAD USE OF X-RAY EQUIPMENT IN HOS-

PITALS AND DOCTORIS OFFICES, WE THOUGHT IT HELPFUL - IN CAL-

IBRATING THESE X-RAY MACHINES FOR RADIATION OUTPUT - TO U-

TILIZE A TYPICAL DENTAL X-RAY MACHINE FROM A LOCAL DENTIST,


THIS MACHINE IS USED DAILY TO PHOTOGRAPH VARIOUS DENTAL PROB-

LEMS. THE STATE AND FEDERAL AUTHORITIES ARE CONSTANTLY TEST-

ING AND CALIBRATING THESE COMMERCIAL X-RAY MACHINES., THE


UTILIZATION OF OUR IIAO FILM GRID DENSITY PATTERNS AND THE


ALREADY IDENTIFIED SENSITIVITY TO X-RAY RADIATION WOULD OFFER


THE STATE AND FEDERAL AUTHORITIES A SIMPLE WAY TO CALIBRATE


THE X-RAY MACHINE, WITHOUT THE USE OF VARIOUS ELECTRONIC DOSE


METERS. MOST HOSPITALS AND DENTAL OFFICES HAVE THEIR OWN DARK


ROOM FACILITIES FOR IMMEDIATE DEVELOPING OF FILM, WHICH CAN


BE CARRIED TO THE LABORATORY FOR A DENSITOMETRIC ANALYSIS.


FIGURE 6 INDICATES THREE CONTROL IIA0 FILMS NOT EXPOSED
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TO X-RAYS; TWO SAMPLES SUBJECTED TO ONE SHOT FROM THE DENTAL


X-RAY MACHINES AND TWO METAL CONTAINERS SUBJECTED TO THIS


ONEDOSAGE OF X-RAYS. RESULTS INDICATE THAT THE X-RAYS PENE-

TRATED THE PLASTIC CONTAINER WITH GREATER EASE AND PRODUCED
 

HIGHER DENSITY, PARTICULARLY AT THE LIGHTER GRID PATTERNS;


WHILE AT THE DARKER GRID PATTERNS, THE DENSITIES OF THE


FILMS WERE SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED, IN COMPARISON WITH THE


CONTROL.


AN ANALYSIS OF FIGURE 7 INDICATES, USING TWO,SHOTS FROM


THE SAME X-RAY MACHINE, THAT THE X-RAYS CLEARLY AFFECT THE


LOW DENSITY GRID PATTERNS SUBSTANTIALLY AND REDUCE THE HIGH


DENSITY GRID PATTERNS. ON A WHOLE, THE PLASTIC CONTAINER


DISPLAYED CONSISTENTLY HIGHER DENSITIES ACROSS THE GRID


SPECTRUM. THE ANOMALIES OBSERVED AT THE LIGHTER GRID PAT-

TERNS ARE PROBABLY CAUSED BY THE CONFIGURATION OF THE FILM


WITHIN THE CAN, RELATIVE TO THE X-RAY MACHINE.
 

FIGURE 8 SHOWS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ONE SHOT IN


THE PLASTIC CONTAINER AND THE TWO SHOTS IN THE PLASTIC CON-

TAINER. NOTE THAT THE TWO-SHOT EXPOSURE PRODUCES A SUB-

STANTIAL REDUCTION IN DENSITIES AT THE HIGHER GRID PATTERNS.


FIGURE 9 INDICATES THAT THE ONE SHOT (VERSUS THE TWO


SHOT IN THE METAL CONTAINER) DISPLAYS THE SAME REDUCTION OF


THE DENSITIES AT THE HIGHER GRID PATTERN NUMBERS, AND REDUCED


DENSITIES AT THE LIGHTER GRID PATTERNS. A CAREFUL ARRANGE-

MENT OF THE FiLM CONTAINER AND PRECISE SPACIAL ORIENTATION


OF THE CANNISTER COULD PRODUCE THE FLUCTUATIONS OBSERVED IN 
FIGURE 9. ORIGINA P) * M 
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AN ANALYSIS OF FIGURE 10 INDICATES THE RELATIONSHIP TO


THE DENTAL X-RAYS BETWEEN THE ONE SHOT PLASTIC, TWO SHOT


PLASTIC, AND THREE SHOT PLASTIC EXPOSURES. IN EITHER CASE,


THE METAL CONTAINERS DISPLAYED A SLIGHT REDUCTION IN DEN-

SITIES AT THE LOWER GRID PATTERNS, WHILE THERE IS A CON-

TINUED SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION OF DENSITIES AT THE HIGHER


GRID NUMBERS.


THE UTILIZATION OF IIAO FILM AS A CALIBRATING DEVICE


FOR THE COMMERCIAL X-RAY INDUSTRY OFFERS A VIABLE ALTERNA-

TIVE TO THE CURRENT TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED BY THE INDUSTRY.
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